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About This Game

Escape Bloody Mary is a short and sweet horror VR escape room following the folklore behind the legend of Bloody Mary. Turn
off the lights, light a few candles, say her name three times into a mirror and you might see her on the other side. Escape Bloody
Mary takes you through the worst possible scenario of the childhood ritual. Prepare for an immersive horror experience which
transforms your typical bathroom into an unsettling and stressful haunted environment with no way out. Can you find a way out

before Bloody Mary claims your soul?

Gameplay offers a series of puzzles under pressure which are designed to force the user to balance strategy and survival.
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Title: Escape Bloody Mary
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Well Told Entertainment
Publisher:
Well Told Entertainment
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 300 MB available space
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Challenging gameplay. So I originally had no clue this game existed, until I stumbled on CRIMSON METAL on sale and
figured I'd give the set of three a go. This is by far my favourite of the bunch.

The combat is pretty bland, and the puzzles are pretty straight forward. But the atmosphere, by the gods, the atmosphere is
suffocating. With any horror game with shooter elements, to actually be on edge while playing is something impressive, and
Dark Places does it for me.

I'm still not all the way through, so I'll review this review when I'm finished, but first impressions are very positive.. There
should be another storyline or vs mode with friends for Cinder or Torchwick and stuff. So ya know you don't always have to be
the good guy.. A very competent action-adventure 2d platformer. Challenging but not impossible, wonderful sprite art with
equally good sound to boot and a one-to-one control, if you are using a mouse and keyboard.

A few concerns which to me, holds this gem down a bit:

This is not a "metroidvania" or even a open world game. This game is structured around missions you have to engage in the hub
area, missions with submissions. Kill a boss, only use this weapon, kill 10 spiders, collect 5 of this item. And all of them got a
time you need to beat if you want to complete every mission perfectly. Makes it impossible to "do it all" in your first and even
5th attempt. Designing every mission around these rules makes it kinda repetetive and after a while it feels like you are doing it
all in your sleep.

You only got firearms, projectily based weapons if you don't count the melee (which is put on E by default, and really tricky to
use when you walk right. Controls can be remapped thou)

Upgrading is useful, but you have to find blueprints and you can only apply gems in armor, buying weapons by walking far away
to the end of the castle each time. Gets a bit annoying when you don't know if the blueprints you found is better then the items
you already got on you.

Most concerns are small and if you can look past them you got a great 8 out of 10 game right here, deserves more
recognition and a proper sequel with a little better design choices.

 - - -

Quick update after 12 hours gameplay.

Game is entertaining thru the whole race. New game + gets unlocked after last boss is beaten and adds the option to
replay the whole game and upgrading your weapons. This indie title is my biggest surprise so far in 2018.. Great local
multiplayer game that really ramps up the difficulty. It's fantastic when friends are over and you can get two people
involved instead of just one person playing. Even the spectators have a blast yelling orders and criticizing your skills..
how is this not a free flash game?. For the first Chosen game i needed 6h, this one was finished under 3h and the
ending has a bug so you have to kill the endboss perhaps more then one time...
Only buy it in sale and when you want to know how the story end!. Maybe the best game ever made^^
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bad game, not that good quality, and when you first start it makes no sense what to do or how to play and isnt that responsibe
and the actual game only shows in the corner of your screen. So sadly im gonna say dont purchase.. Arcadey, fast-paced,
DOOM like roguelike? Oh boy, count me in!. In general, a polished version of ULiL, both gameplay-ish and story-ish.

Gameplay is essentially the same, except for stun and landing while comboing. When you reach stun 100, you can't hit with
anything else (in ULiL you could add one more hit to your combo, leading to a more damageful and longer combo game with
your character alone), but you can connect a spell or last word in the first frames of stun, which is similar to HM stun mechanic.
It also adds tag mechanics, which are fantastic to create more variability besides the spell cards (one of ULiL biggest problems),
and counteract the fact that they deleted the interesting stuff of the previous installment (spell cancelling, landing while
comboing to extend damage, zig-zag dashes as a more reliable technique in practical combos, etc.). Dealing lots of damage
without stun, being able to create different combos out of differente characters, and forcing you to change neutral.

The story is interesting, as always. But I liked the fact that there weren't unnecessary character's plots like in IaMP, SWR, HM
and ULiL. They all have a reason to be, and it doesn't feel forced, so you fight and fight and wants more, not boring you at any
moment. Also, Jo'on > Shion good night.. Really enjoying the game. The sandbox nature and the free form building is really
fun. I would totally recommend this game to anyone that is looking for something new and different.. This game is like an old
school Warcraft style RTS... I havent gotten far in the game, but so far the its an pretty good game. Storyline could be alil
better! But I guess thats why they didnt make a Heroes of Annihilated Empires 2?. Ok this is my first time order this so I hope
this one goes well
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